What’s on the Radio?

Where: Parking Lot

Judges Score: 4.1
As you drive around this part of the island, you opt for a little music. The three international passengers you’re with want to know what you’re listening to, but something gets lost in the translation.

1. I regard the crushed velvet seats of you as its [title word] roze, which puts up in the back, which separates underneath the road (*---*---*---*)
2. They want to make you are the distance around [title word], the distance of [title word] the distance (*---*---*---*)
3. So much up to ziens at the wrong [title word] flat sheet paste [title word]. Mine, if chevy at the stand swam, but the stand was drying (*---*---*---*)
4. A foot on the brake and on the Gashey! Well there the surplus traffic me cannot n ignore! Thus I tried to think black my better illegitimate movement and the space bar comes again and my groove concerned! (*---*---*---*)
5. I was cruisin’ in my Stingray leave unfortunate to this time a XKE on the right taken away, and the window of its new shining point rolled downward, and I at an obstacle provoked then and there (*---*---*---*)
6. Ooh ooh you do not know a day its richness, but you to become let tell ya are better it, how diggin’ ain’t closed there tellin’, at which you movie Van A could perhaps even meet the star or an Indian high-level personnel (*---*---*---*)
7. As a connection of the gypsies we will insist us again underneath the [title word] best of the friends erop, which is to be like the world turnin’ our kind (*---*---*---*)
8. If past the young kids me to swim it it spit and cuss, because [title word] and it had to put me up the regular buses (*---*---*---*)
9. We are not anywhere on us parties sums on us parties sums nowhere on part come [title word] there also a city in my opinion and take this distance, and already are the right it, the baby already are the right it (*---*---*---*)
10. It has now by the Hamburg grandstand crossed seems it forgets it regarding the library, if it told its old man now (*---*---*---*)
11. It motivated thus on the hill I has, there [title] in a DeVille blow an equilibrium of Cadillac on the old way of the small valley toward the exterior swims functions my v - to 8 Fords (*---*---*---*)
12. A slowing down in Bronx in fight exploded there Brooklyn (*---*---*---*)